


Welcome to the 

Bloomington 

Handmade Market!

holiday
BHM 2015 is so excited to introduce to you the BIGGEST BHM yet!

Today you’ll find just over 70 makers creating everything from hand-drawn 
illustrations to silkscreened posters to handmade soap. BHM works hard to bring 
you art, crafts, and functional objects from the cute and fun to the utterly bizarre. 
We pick the most unique, unusual and interesting work from both local artists and 
other talented folks from all over the Midwest and put it all together in one place.

Buying local and buying handmade means keeping money in our communities, 
connecting directly with the artists that make the objects you’re purchasing, and 
having something in your home, on your body, or as a gift that is completely 
unique and unlike anything else. 

The Bloomington Handmade Market would like to thank our generous sponsors: 
Cardinal Stage Company, WFHB, Bead, Gather, Katie Killion Photography, 
BadKneesTs, SpringHill Suites, Theresa Sicinski Realtor, Southern Indiana Pediatric 
Dentistry, Rainbow Bakery, Avers, and Bloomington Bagel Company . Special 
thanks to White Rabbit for our printing needs!! We couldn’t do it without you! 

We hope you enjoy the event!

Talia Halliday, Jaime Minor, & Chelsea Jones
BHM Organizers

For more information, visit
www.bloomingtonhandmademarket.com

Special thanks to Katie Vernon for our 2015 holiday poster design. 





Mirrored iris

Bloomington, IN

Siri Backus is the maker behind Mirrored Iris. Siri draws inspiration and strength from 
the nature that surrounds her and the family that supports her. From a young age she  
has always been creating, from drawing and sewing to collage and now beading and 
jewelry making. Mirrored Iris is something Siri has been driven to do- always driven 
to create. 

4 -  Kinaloon

Chicago, IL
Kinaloon, Barbara Raidl,  produces original silk-screened prints and cards. Kinaloon’s 
artwork is drawn by hand, inked on mylar, shot to screens, and hand-printed. They 
are printed in layers producing painterly, collage-like images that typically combine 
both abstraction and realism. Each print is an original, signed and numbered.

http://www.kinaloon.com/monoprints/

5 - aroMaholic

Detroit, MI
Aromaholic is handmade lip balms and soaps with flavors and scents inspired by 
classic cocktails, modern mixed drinks, and craft beers, as well as an assortment of 
pop culture-themed products. ‘Fun’ and ‘natural’ don’t have to be mutually exclusive, 
and that is reflected in Aromaholic’s diverse assortment of products.  Loads of 
awesome plant-based ingredients like essential oils, cocoa butter, avocado oil, and 
organic flavor oils go into each item to provide the finest in bodycare. With years of 
experience crafting handmade soaps, lip balms, and truly original scent and flavor 
blends, Aromaholic products are inspired, both literally and figuratively!

http://aromaholic.etsy.com

artists
1 - BhM Merch Booth

Bloomington, IN

This year we’re excited to offer our Katie Vernon designed t-shirts and tote bags 
printed by our very own BadKneesT’s!! 

2 - Bea’s soda Bar 
Bloomington, IN

A mobile retro Soda Fountain serving local and natural handcrafted sodas and diner 
food from our remodeled vintage camper. You can find Bea’s inside selling syrups 
and sweets, and outside selling soda and sandwhiches!

http://www.beafizzy.com/

3 - GeM - GatherinG eMerGinG MaKers

Bloomington, IN
The GEM program is a mentorship program for emerging makers run by Talia 
Halliday of Gather, and thanks to the BUEA and their Zone Arts Grant Program. For 
this Market, you will find four of our emerging makers selling their wares for the first 
time ever at a BHM. Introducing:

Beyond clay GauGes

Bloomington, IN
Amie Crites makes one of a kind polymer clay earrings, gauges,  and necklaces. Stop 
by and fall in love with the new fall colors and designs, including polymer steampunk 
(polypunk).

BeinG Breath

Bloomington, IN
Lisa Renee Wilson (BeingBreath) offers creative reminders - from paintings to photos 
to unique products - that inspire mindful well-being. 

BeingBreath.com.

claire Woods

Bloomington, IN
Claire Woods offers colorful, vivid, watercolor designs inspired by the  intricacy of 
nature, happiness, and hand-lettering. Stop by to check out a variety of prints and 
cards worth sharing!



6 - Jodi lynn’s eMporiuM of doodles

Detroit, MI
Jodi Lynn is an illustrator from Detroit. Born and raised in Michigan she finds much of 
her inspiration from exploring the outdoors and learning about science.

https://www.etsy.com/shop/JodiLynnDoodles

7 - Wooly MaMMoth desiGn

Parchment, MI
Amber Adams-Fall (otherwise known as Mrs. Mammoth) lives in Kalamazoo, MI with 
her long legged husband, short legged dog, and very fluffy cat. She uses sewing, 
embroidery, knitting and felting techniques to turn recycled fabrics into toys and 
accessories that inspire a sense of joy and whimsy. This fall, she will also be releasing 
a limited edition line of women’s and children’s clothing with block printed motifs.

http://makingmammoths.blogspot.com

8 - BadKneests

Bloomington, IN
badkneesTs is a basement outfit in bloomington, IN that continues to grow and grow. 
badknees takes custom orders and creates its own simple designs to hand-print on 
Ts and totes and whatever else. All prints are made with environmentally friendly 
water-based ink on super soft fabrics, and all items are very reasonably priced.

http://www.badkneests.com

9 - Victory crafts 
Pendleton, IN

Victory-Crafts is a family collaboration craft business made up of Liza Sexson 
(sewing enthusiast & general craft authority), Andy Sexson (woodworking artisan) 
and Sydney Sexson (coming-of-age crafter).  We live, work and create in the small 
town of Pendleton just outside Indianapolis, IN.  We create purposeful things to use 
in your everyday life.

http://www.victory-crafts.com

10 - Vincent desJardins illustration

Bloomington, IN
Vincent Desjardins is a freelance children’s book illustrator who not only loves drawing and 
painting but also loves to make things. Having become enamored with surface patterns, he 
designs his own fabrics and has recently begun a new line of stuffed toy/pillows of cute animals, 
including his latest, a Fennec Fox. Other new items that utilize his surface pattern designs are a 
line of fabric-covered switch plate covers, tea towels, cosmetic bags and mini messenger bags 
which he sews by hand. These are all in addition to his regular line of prints, cards and small 
stocking stuffers like hair clips, rings and bookmarks.

https://www.etsy.com/shop/vpauld

11 - part tiMe hooKer

Indianapolis, IN
Colorful crochet - handmade treasures, and small gifts. 

https://www.etsy.com/shop/xPTHx?ref=hdr_shop_menu

12 - southern hospitality

Indianapolis, IN
Southern Hospitality was created by a southern podiatrist and his business savvy 
belle. They make natural foot care products with a focus on preventative care- all 
with a southern charm. Southern Hospitality is dedicated to making products that you 
would be proud to display on your nightstand, not hidden in your medicine cabinet.

www.sohofeet.com

13 - Beri Bee desiGns

Bloomington, IN
Beri Bee Designs is a Bloomington based company that produces unique children’s 
items with both style and practicality.  Having 2 young children of her own, their likes 
and interests are typically seen in a lot of Carrie’s designs.

http://beribeedesigns.com/gallery/



14 -franGipani

Indianapolis, IN
Tracy Land started Frangipani in 2009 as a way to combat her senstive skin issues 
and Rosacea. She uses all plant-based ingredients including steam distilled essential 
oils, cold pressed carrier oils, and certified organic ingredients when available. Her 
line includes face washes, face serums, hand and face lotions, body oils, and healthy 
balms. Peaceful, Natural Skin Care.

http://www.frangipanibodyproducts.com

15 - toys By Jean elise

Bloomington, IN
Toys by Jean Elise is a small toy company that operates with only one toy maker- 
Jean Elise! She works at an elementary school in Bloomington, IN and loves making 
toys and board games for children. She offers a variety of lovely things: toys that 
inspire, board games that educate and cute accessories that make you squeal with 
excitement.

www.toysbyjeanelise.com

16 - sunday afernoon houseWife

Indianapolis, IN
Martha Latta is the creator and printer of the Sunday Afternoon Housewife brand, of a 
collection of state pride accessories and tee shirts for men, women and children. From 
her small home studio on the East Side of Indianapolis, she has self-taught design 
and screen printing to create this line of clothing and accessories.  She created this 
line originally to give the residents of the East Side of Indianapolis a way to show their 
pride for where they live.  She is proud to continue to be designing and printing by 
hand in her Near East Side home her own line of smart, soft, and socially conscious 
state pride tee shirts for states of the Midwest and beyond.

sundayafternoonhousewife.com1

7 - paper acorn

Cincinnati, OH
Jessica Wolf started Paper Acorn in 2009 as a creative outlet. She offers unique 
paper goods for weddings, parties, gifts, and home decor. Jessica’s original designs 
are now available as DIY papercrafting kits for crafters of all ages!

www.paper-acorn.com



18 1/2 hazard press

Normal, IL
Half Hazard Press (H.H.P.) is a genuine underground, All American print & design 
studio dedicated to the craft of making unique & one-of-a-kind items. We believe in 
the simple merits of hard work, using your hands, & putting good out in the world. 
With a heavy arsenal of trade skills, we bring experience & moxie into our approach 
to making flatstock paper goods, art prints, posters, and misc. paraphernalia.

http://www.halfhazardpress.com

19 - aWesoMe By Jenna

Louisville, KY
Awesome by Jenna is a small business out of Louisville, Kentucky that specializes 
in hand and machine embroidered items such as decorative hoops, tea towels, and 
baby items. A love of modern fabric mixed with a sass-tastic sense of humor makes 
for some awesome items that make a great gift for a friend or yourself!

awesomebyjenna.etsy.com

20 - dandelion

Louisville, KY
Dandelion uses a variety of natural materials like bone, teeth, antlers, sea life, wood, 
leather and stone to create one of a kind jewelry pieces that inspire a connection with 
mother nature. As the ultimate upcycler, Dandelion aims to bring creepy and classy 
together where they belong. She strives to challenge our notions on death and decay 
and to see the absolute beauty in all the facets of nature and life.

https://instagram.com/dandelionlouisville

21 - crooocus

Bloomington, IN
Zsófia Sverteczki, Crooocus: Zsófia is a visual artist and fashion designer. She 
received her MA in philosophy and her BA in fashion designing (both in Budapest, 
Hungary). After a few years work in the Hungarian fashion industry, Zsófia got a 
passion for crocheting, which she regards, like all creative activities, as a form of 
personal self-expression. In her works (produced under the brand “Crooocus”), she 
combines traditional techniques with modern notions and functionality, crocheting 
various things, like bags, fruit-stands, rugs, blankets and various accessories, using 
t-shirt yarn recycled from high quality fashion fabrics she gets from European textile 
manufacturers. Being committed to environmental protection, her works demonstrate 
how traditional techniques and re-cycled materials can be used to produce high 
quality, aesthetical and practical things.

http://crooocus.blogspot.hu

22 - urBan silVerWorKs

Nashville, IN
Though relatively new to the silversmithing scene, Linda Romick draws inspiration 
and expertise from her vast experience with textiles, jewelry, architecture, and interior 
designs.  An avid traveler, her work is not only inspired by Asian, North African, and 
European dynamis, but also by living within the resplendent nature of her surroundings 
in the backwoods of Brown County, Indiana.

23. zeitGeist

Bloomington, IN 
Alan Barker of Zeitgeist Shop creates interactive electronic art pieces that utilize 
digital LED technology.  All of his pieces are original designs that are assembled by 
hand inside-and-out, and use custom-programmed animations for the lighting aspect.  
Rather than bright and flashy, these lights provide subtle accent to a space without 
dominating it.  Try out a different take on visual art, and illuminate your world!

www.facebook.com/zeitgeistLED

24. e.s. heeter fine art

Indianapolis, Indiana
Elizabeth Seagull Heeter is a cut-paper and watercolor artist. Celebrating themes of 
place and nature, Heeter creates bold and intricate cut-paper designs and mounts 
them onto her vibrant watercolor paintings. Silhouette lanterns, greeting cards, prints 
and original cut-paper paintings available. 

www.elizabethseagullheeter.com



25. conduit press

Bloomington, IN

We take the spirit of the unused & forgotten and transform them into beautiful art objects 
and accessories. Leather work in the creation of journals, bags, and accessories. 

conduit-press.com

MeGan Martin artisan 
Flat  Rock, IN

Modern, eco friendly jewelry handmade in recycled argentium sterling silver because 
being green should be gorgeous. 

http://MeganMartinArtisan.com

26. paper plethora

Indianapolis, IN
Paper Plethora makes beautiful objects created almost entirely of recycled magazine 
paper.  Objects such as bowls, pinwheel garland, ornaments and freestanding 
sculptures are handmade by Paper Plethora creator Rebecca Prato.   Paper Plethora’s 
goal is to provide fun, quirky eco-friendly items to adorn your home.

https://www.etsy.com/shop/PaperPlethora

27. cordial Kitten

Indianapolis, IN
Cordial Kitten creates sweet (and sometimes sinister) illustrations, matching 
pendants, and other accessories. You will find sweet napping cats, busy businessmen 
hedgehogs, and insects being carried away by balloons. Buy prints to decorate your 
walls, pendants to adorn your neck, or commission yourself to be placed in an original 
one of a kind Cordial Kitten personal portrait. Appearing to primarily appeal to children, 
Cordial Kitten’s work is meant to reach everyone, young and old alike.

www.cordialkitten.etsy.com

28. sadly harMless

ST. Louis, MO
Sadly Harmless is the work of Sally Harless, a full time artist + illustrator in St. 
Louis. Sally is fascinated with the world of animals, and makes ink and watercolor 
illustrations of her favorite animals. Among her creations you’ll find prints, cut paper 
shadow boxes, and her new 2016 calendar.

sadlyharmless.etsy.com



29. starsprinKle supercollider

Bloomington, IN
Starsprinkle Supercollider is a husband and wife artistic collaboration inspired by 
nature, fantasy, and a love of storytelling. They strive to promote peaceful coexistence 
between all living things and a better awareness of one’s impact on the environment. 
They use a variety of media, including recycled precious metals, to render their ideas 
in two and three dimensions.

http://www.starsprinklesupercollider.com

30. BearMoJo

Crawfordsville, IN
Bearmojo combines the brightest in high quality faux furs with creativity and laughs to 
make their one of a kind monsters.  The team of Andrea and Todd design and build all 
their products in house, at their monster workshop, for the quirky and young at heart 
of all ages.

http://www.bearmojo.com/the-monsters.html

31. press puzzles

Bloomington, IN
Press Puzzles is a hand crafted wooden jigsaw puzzle company that specializes in 
creating puzzles that celebrate the community and culture of Bloomington, IN. The 
imagery on each puzzle is specifically chosen to represent the beauty of Bloomington 
by highlighting the sights around town, recognizable annual events and the artists 
and artisans that help make Bloomington so special.

www.presspuzzles.com

32. Butterfly road

Bloomington, IN
Julie Gootee found her spark of inspiration on the road.  Eight years ago her passion 
for traveling and vending linked with her to connection to nature to conceive The 
Butterfly Road.  She walks the roadsides of Bloomington to collect expired butterflies, 
dragonflies, moths and cicadas.  Then utilizing stained glass techniques, she encases 
the wings in glass with silver solder to create one-of-a-kind nature inspired jewelry.  
She views her art as a way to bring awareness to the simple beauty we pass everyday 
and our impact on the natural environment.

http://www.thebutterflyroad.com

33. collectiVe press

Bloomington, IN
The Collective Press makes positive goods for the people. Using a 15th century relief 
printing technique called letterpress, owner Kim Ransdell makes posters, signs and 
cards in addition to Bloomington Bicycle-themed T-shirt designs. No matter what the 
medium, the theme is always the same: Never Give Up & Keep Moving Forward.

Www.thecollectivepress.com

34. sMollthinGs

West Lafayette, IN
Smollthings is a pottery business owned and operated by Tracy Smoll. Tracy specializes 
in coffee mugs that are good for “coffee in the morning, tea in the afternoon, and gin 
at night”.  Her work embodies a modern aesthetic with an antiquated timelessness.

smollthings.com

35. Moira K liMe

Indianapolis, IN
Hand fabricated silver and gold jewelry inspired by the natural world.

www.moiraklime.etsy.com

36. curly piGtails

Bloomington, IN
Curly Pigtails offers modern clothing and accessories for girls and boys. Her clothing 
is thoughtfully crafted to combine what’s comfortable (and appropriate) for kids and 
what’s currently in fashion, and limited edition runs mean pieces are totally unique. In 
addition to clothing, she has a line of felt hair clips and fabric flower headbands that 
reflect changing trends and seasons as well as classic styles.

http://www.etsy.com/shop/curlypigtails

Experience
The Difference

  
  812-333-KIDS (5437) Matthew L. Rasche, DDS, MSD 

Call Us Today! 

Specializing in Children’s Dentistry within a Comfortable Dental Environment 

NEW PATIENTS WELCOME  
 

Visit us at:  www.SIPediatricDentistry.com 

Two blocks south of College Mall located at 828 Auto Mall Road, Bloomington, IN  47401 

Infants  -  Toddlers  -  Children  -  Adolescent 



Bets and MaGs

Bets & Mags is a mother-daughter team offering handmade fleece & felt toys for 
children along with modern baby accessories. Their imaginary play items feature a 
wide assortment of fruits and vegetables, a full doctor kit and play bandages, and 
unique portable dollhouses. Their baby line is comprised of fun yet practical items for 
new parents that reflect a modern & hip aesthetic. Included are bibs, crunchy toys, 
loveys & plush loveys.

http://www.etsy.com/shop/betsandmags

37. pansy Maiden

Bloomington, IN
Pansy Maiden was founded with an activist spirit & one heady goal: To create & provide the 
world with fashion-forward, cruelty-free bags in a socially responsible manner. Whether you 
are an environmentalist, a vegan, or simply trying to reduce your carbon footprint, we welcome 
you. Founder Laura Collins will also be launching a bag sewing pattern line, StitchRx, in spring 
2016.

www.pansymaiden.com

38. teehaus

Green Castle, IN
Teehaus soaps and skincare products are obsessively natural, made with pure essential oils 
and local beeswax, milk, and honey.  Teehaus soaps,skin care, and hair care products are 
natural alternatives for a variety of skin types. The Teehaus facial care line consists of carefully 
formulated luxury face creams, toners, serums, and exfoliators made with organic and cold-
pressed oils for healthy, radiant skin.

https://www.teehaussoaps.com

39. function

Angola, IN
Jennifer’s clay objects focus on function and usability. Her collection utilizes clean 
lines and minimalist designs accented by bright pops of color and satiny neutrals. 
Jennifer throws her work on the potter’s wheel and finishes every piece by hand in 
her studio in Northeast Indiana lake country.

www.jennifercreighton.com

40. ari press

Salem, IN
Ari Press is Carrie Strange’s creative outlet. Business cards, birth announcements, love 
notes and cards that say thanks are produced on a 113-year-old printing press in her garage. 
Everyday experiences, nature, childhood memories, and beautiful type inspire the line of Ari 
Press stationery. Her cards have been purchased by admirers from all over the world, but her 
work retains a simplicity and sincerity that comes from small-town living. Carrie’s work has 
earned her the title of Indiana Artisan.

www.aripress.etsy.com

41. VintaGe liz

Dayton, OH
Vintageliz handcrafts leather accessories including: watches, belts, wallets, cuffs and 
bracelets. Each piece is one of a kind and custom fitting is available on site!

Www.vintageliz.goodsie.com

42. drocK press

Lexington, KY
dRock Press prides itself in being accessible to the masses.  A combination of a nose 
to the grindstone work ethic, large editions, never ending sources of inspiration, and 
a belief that if you love the work you should have the opportunity to take it home with 
you; has helped keep dRock Press alive since 2005.

www.drockpress.com

43. dicKinson KitchenWare

Greenfield, IN
Dickinson Kitchenware is a small family business that uses locally harvested hardwoods to 
create kitchenware that is both appealing and completely functional.  They use only hand 
techniques and power tools, no CNC machines or lasers, to create each of their kitchenware 
pieces.  Every piece is sanded then oiled in a food safe oil and are ready for use!

http://www.dickinsonwoodworking.com

Buy Art. Buy Local. Buy Downtown.

visitbead.com



44. onyx exchanGe

Indianapolis, IN
Established in 2010, the Onyx Exchange is a hand-crafted home and body company 
based out of Indianapolis, Indiana. Creating candles, soaps, lotions, and more in 
small batches. The unique packaging will compliment any home. From imaginative 
wine bottle candles, to all-natural scented lotions and bar soaps, there’s something 
for everyone to love.

http://www.shoptheonyx.com

45. lauren h-B studio

Lakewood, OH
Lauren produces ceramics that is informed her my contemporary art upbringing, taking 
influence from abstract geometric forms found in both urban and rural environments. 
The handmade and small batch ceramic objects cross boundaries between functional 
ceramics, design, and sculpture. She loves working with porcelain  for its whiteness 
and translucency, though she frequently utilizes earthenware and stoneware clays 
as well.

http://www.laurenhbstudio.com/shop

46. re
Indianapolis, IN

Kat Scott is a Savannah College of Art and Design graduate who works from her 
home in Indianapolis, Indiana.  Her products are made using recycled or repurposed 
materials, most often wood.  Her style tends towards bringing nature inside and 
simple design.

http://www.katscottillustrator.com/

47. little oaK threads

Bloomington, IN 
Little Oak offers trendy tees for growing babies. Kids are powered by an incredibly 
adventurous spirit. Little Oak’s mission is to capture that spirit and translate it onto 
high-quality apparel. Handcrafted in Bloomington, IN and powered by Axis Apparel 
Co., Little Oak is excited to join this vibrant local community of small businesses. Now 
let’s dress those kiddos!

http://www.littleoakthreads.com/

WFHB 
COMMUNITY RADIO 

WFHB provides an open community 
forum for the exchange and  

discussion of ideas and issues,  
and celebrates and increases  

local cultural diversity.   

WFHB  108 W 4th St  Bloomington, IN  47404 
812.323.1200     WFHB.org 



48. iMaGination Kids toys

Carthage, IN
Erin Freuchtel and Nick Dearing are a dynamic wood working duo who work to create wooden 
toys that good for kids and good for the Earth. All their toys are handmade with non-toxic 
materials from start to finish in their rural Indiana shop. Their open ended, heirloom quality toys 
infuse play with creativity and imagination.

http://www.imaginationkidstoys.com/

49. tWo seaside BaBes

Muncie, IN
Two Seaside Babes is a modern and trendy boutique specializing in hats, accessories, gifts, 
and newborn photography props. Our fashion-forward, traditional, and child-friendly styles of 
hats range in all sizes from newborns through adults. We have dedicated a number of items 
to photographers looking for newborn and children’s props such as blankets, wraps, and fun/
funky hats. We use only the highest quality materials, focusing on natural fibers such as cotton 
and wool, taking immense pride in hand-crocheting each and every product.

www.TwoSeasideBabes.com

50. art 2 extreMe

Fishers, IN
Art 2 the Extreme is the creator of over 180 Original Recycled Rainbow Crayons shapes and 
styles. She was the first person on Etsy ever to sell a recycled crayon and have been doing 
so for 9+ years. Her crayon creations range in unique styles from Fortune Cookie Rainbow 
Crayons (with actual fortunes inside), to Crayon Rings that you can wear and color with at the 
same time.

www.art2theextreme.com

51. Boris loVed natasha

Grand Rapids, MI
boris loved natasha is a company that specializes in purses, pouches, and accessories. 
all sorts of little zipper goodies to hold all your valuables. everything is handmade with 
love and in the hopes that it makes you smile.

https://www.etsy.com/shop/borislovednatasha

52. Get lathered

Indianapolis, IN
Everyone loves a great bar of soap—find yours at the Get Lathered Soap Company. Opening in 
2008, Get Lathered offers an entirely handcrafted line of soaps, lip balms, and solid shampoo/
conditioner bars, all made by Rhonda Frye,  in Indianapolis.  Get Lathered is dedicated to 
providing products with a high level of wholesomeness, richness, and beauty.  Stop by and take 
a look—you may just find your new favorite must-have!

http://www.GetLathered.com

53. opposite of far

Ellettsville, IN
Opposite of Far masks are a wonderful way to introduce children to new animals & 
open up a whole world of opportunity for pretend play, education, imagination and 
FUN! Opposite of Far Masks, Tails, Crowns and Beards are original designs by 
Jessica Near and are produced in Indiana, USA in the Opposite of Far Studio.

oppositeoffar.com

54. you Were sWell

Urbana, IL
You Were Swell specializes in fun and kitschy  products inspired by the 1950’s and 
1960’s, old horror movies and big hair!

youwereswell.etsy.com

55. heather rose

Bloomington, IN
Heather is a recent graduate of Indiana University.  She makes art in a variety of 
mediums, though her main focus is currently ceramics.  Her her pieces are often 
inspired by a desire to be outside exploring the natural world.  She expresses this in 
her work through choices in materials, color, texture, and surface design.

http://on.fb.me/1GKyjUM



56. lily in flux

Cincinnati, OH
Using a rotating collection of vintage objects, antique materials, urban artifacts, 
natural curiosities, and ephemera, Lily In Flux infuses objects from past with today’s 
aesthetic and creates distinct, nostalgic, one of a kind jewelry. Adventurous Jewelry 
for The People.

www.lilyinflux.com

57. KreatiVeMindz

New Richmond, OH
KreativeMindz offers Soulful Designs for Humanity with their unique clothing and 
accessory lines.  Each design is original, from concept to production, and created 
using sustainable materials that are sourced from other small businesses as close to 
home as possible.  Practical love infused creations for the body and soul. 

http://www.kreativemindzshop.com

58. ohMMyGolly press

Indianapolis, IN
Ohmmygolly Press was born from a passion for the craft of binding books. Binder 
Brittany Davis uses this passion to express her love of paper, sculpture, and intentional 
utilitarian objects. She thinks of each handmade book as a blank slate designed to 
house and protect pieces of the human spirit.

ohmmygolly.etsy.com

59. 419 tradinG

Wapakoneta,Ohio
419 Trading Co. is a small batch apothecary brand based in Northwest Ohio offering 
bath and body goods from organic bar soap & lip balm to natural soy lotion to mens 
beard care.  The main focus of the brand is in Natural Soy Candles, made from 
American grown soy and scented with essential oil blends. 419 candles range from 
earthy to seasonal and masculine scents.

www.419tradingco.com

60. KnotaGeeK

Racine, WI
Knotageek : Modern crochet made with vegan fibers. They specialize in hats and cowls using 
unique colors and alternative/eco-friendly yarns, such as bamboo, cotton and organics. All 
items are designed, then hand crocheted by partners Erin & Nicole - many being one-of-a-kind.

https://www.etsy.com/shop/KnotaGeek

61. arthur’s plaid pants

Grand Rapids, MI
Jen Husted-Goss is an artist specializing in hand drawn illustrations adopted from 
pop culture moments that evoke sentiment and humor.
Jen runs a sustainable business. All paper + envelopes used have the highest eco 
ratings that exist. She only uses local suppliers for paper, printing and supplies.

https://www.etsy.com/shop/ArthursPlaidPants

62. MoJo Wear

Madison, WI
Mojowear is a collection of clothing that thrives on humor and ingenuity.  Sassy, 
hand-dyed message onesies and tees,  reconstructed sweater skirts and legwarmers 
resurrected from thrift store castoffs all provide you with the opportunity to get your 
Mojo on.

www.mojowear.org

63. tactile Melodies

Bloomington, IN
Tactile Melodies jewelry is handcrafted in Bloomington, Indiana. Metalsmith Chelsea 
Jones creates simple and unique jewelry from sterling silver, copper, and brass. 
With traditional metalsmithing tools and techniques, Chelsea transforms wire and 
sheet metal into beautiful, versatile pieces that will put the finishing touch on your 
favorite outfit. She is most inspired by architecture, space, nature, and the materials 
themselves. Be sure to check out the stargazing Constellations series, richly textured 
Tectonics and earthy Scribbles sets, and delicate silver/24k gold Gilded series.

http://tactilemelodies.etsy.com

www.tactilemelodies.com

simple, unique handmade
metal jewelry

handcrafted in Bloomington, Indiana



64. Jo desiGns

Bloomington, IN
JO Designs is getting quite the reputation for her crocheted beards.  These fun and 
wacky face warmers are all the rage now and make great stocking stuffers or gag 
gifts.  But they are also functional in cold weather keeping your face nice and toasty 
warm.  She also makes other crocheted and knitted items such as cowels, teething 
items for babies, and home items.

www.jo-designs.com

65. neWfanGled confections

Indianapolis, IN
Newfangled Confections offers blast-from-the-past candy made with a dash of love 
and nostalgia. Candymaker Carrie Abbott’s modern take on grandma’s candy dish 
favorites is inspired by childhood memories including trips with her grandfather to 
Hook’s Drugstore in the late 1970s. Their signature candy, Frittle combines the 
classic peanut-buttery sweetness of brittle crossed with peanut fudge. The result is 
a kinder, softer brittle with a crispy-creamy texture and just a hint of salt. (Gluten-free 
and vegan).

http://newfangledconfections.com/

66. sara B JeWelry and MetalsMithinG

Indianapolis, IN
Sara B. Jewelry & Metalsmithing is rooted in the hunt for rare pieces of earth to be 
collected, and for those bits of natural history to be preserved and captured in unique, 
modern handmade jewelry. All Sara B. pieces are handcrafted in her little Midwest 
mess of a home studio. Her quest is to create unconventional jewelry with a bit of raw 
earthiness and asymmetry. Using traditional metalsmithing techniques and tools to 
craft jewelry that is natural yet modern, she embraces the inherent imperfections of 
the stones and fossils as well as her hand at work.

www.sarabjewelry.etsy.com

67. Wood froG

Nashville, IN
The Wood Frog is a small, family owned business located in the rolling hills of Brown 
County Indiana.  We love using local and sustainable woods to create designs that 
are both fun and useful, and thrive on partnering with customers to achieve unique 
and creative custom work.  We also love to share our shop and land with visitors, so 
keep an eye out for our classes and events as well!

http://www.thewoodfrog.com

68. ManayunK calliGraphy

Indianapolis, IN
Manayunk Calligraphy creates word-based illustrations using modern calligraphic 
techniques. Owner Kimberly Shrack employs a variety of media in her designs, 
including India ink, watercolor and acrylic paint. The booth will feature original art, 
prints, greeting card and more.

http://www.manayunkcalligraphy.com/
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